The rise of non-Western powers, such as the BRICS or IBSA states, has led to competing claims about how these powers act amongst each other and how they behave vis-à-vis the established powers. The key argument presented in this talk is that the rising powers have begun to form a bloc of dissatisfied states that assumes a competitive posture vis-à-vis the established powers. The argument is tested through a systematic analysis of the voting behaviour of the rising and established powers in the United Nations General Assembly (GA) over the period 1992-2011. The results of a set of probabilistic models of voting show that the way the rising powers vote in the Assembly converges, in parallel to the institutionalization of BRICS and IBSA summits. At the same time, their voting behavior indicates that, across a wide range of issues, the rising powers have policy preferences that are fundamentally different from those of the established powers. These findings challenge more optimistic views predicting the integration of rising powers into the existing liberal world order.
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